道脈傳承永續
∼祝賀美國一貫道總會舉辦紀念金公祖師一百六十歲誕辰
暨天然古佛成道六十五週年感恩大會及
發揚中華道統文化暨 孝親感恩活動

中華民國一貫道總會 李玉柱 理事長
1853 ѐĂԧࣇະ۞ྮ̚˘য়र )1853─1925*Ăྺፌ 4 ͡ 24 ͟ኚϠ
д̋ڌᑻှĂ1925 ѐྺፌ 2 ͡ 2 ͟јĂ˯͇ୄࠎދĶ̳ܛয়रķĄ̫ѐྺ
ፌ 4 ͡ 24 ͟Ăዋె˘Ѻ̱Ȉ໐ኚ֚Ą
1947 ѐĂԧࣇະ۞ૺ͇र )1889─1947*Ăјٺα̌јౌĂ˯
͇ୄࠎދĶ͇ΟҢķĄ̫ѐྺፌ 8 ͡ 15 ͟Ăዋెј̱Ị̏ฉѐĄ
1853 ѐ̝݈Ă઼̂̚ౙ ) ഈ * ̏ฟؕזצλ̂۞̰ᇎγଈĂтௐ˘
Ѩገͯጼ) ۋ1839─1842* జࡻ઼ᑝୀĂᄃࡻ઼ᘪࢎௐ˘̙࣎πඈ୧ࡗִݑ
୧ࡗ )1842*Ăତܝ୧ࡗ )1843 ᄃࡻ઼ *Ă୕ງ୧ࡗ )1844 ᄃ઼࡚ *Ăเ
ं୧ࡗ )1844 ᄃ * ઼ڱඈඈĂΐ˯ 1848 ѐҌ 1850 ѐ൴Ϡᚑࢦ۞ͪխᛞ
ਣĂ˵ᔞ឵˘ాҚ۞តใĂт͉π઼͇̝ใ )1850─1864*ĂΔ͞۞ସใ
)1853─1868* ඈඈĄॲፂࢍྤफ़ពϯĂ઼̂̚ౙд 1820 ѐॡ۞ˠӮ઼̰
Ϡயͨᗝ )GDP* ࡗ 600 ࡚̮Ă1850 ѐ̪ࡗ 600 ࡚̮Ă1870 ѐࡗ 530 ࡚̮Ă
1890 ѐࡗ 540 ࡚̮ĂҌ̚රϔ઼јϲॡ 1912 ѐ˵̙࿅ 550 ࡚̮ĂࠤҌ 1950
ѐ̚රˠϔВ઼јϲॡՀࢫҌ̙ ז450 ࡚̮Ą֖֍дȈ˝͵ࡔ̚ޢഇז
˟Ȉ͵ࡔ̚ܐഇĂ઼̂̚ౙܜഇዎצγ઼۞ܬĂጼͫ۞Ꮹ០Ăˠϔܜഇ
ཊдխᙱ۞ౚᝨ྆Ăፋ઼࣎छܜજᒜ̙щ۞ېၗĂщᘦ൴णјࠎ୕Ą
Ξෳ۞ߏĂ̚ර̼͛ॲஎ߫Ăᔵ઼छ߆عᄃۤົܜഇዎצӧ͂ĂΟ
ཐАኰٙ็ٚ˭ֽ۞̚ර็ᇇ̼͛Ă̪ᛃஉдˠ͕̚ĂЯࠎˠࣇஎܫ
͇ந̙Ξ૱ߎĂ։͕̙Ξ૱ہĄ˵Яࠎᇹ۞هܫĂӈֹߏд̮ഈ̈́ഈĂ
ཱིჍϤள઼̂̚ڼౙĂ̚ර̼̪͛ᄋΟ̈́႕Ꮙᛷࠎ˘វĄϺт݈
˘ă˟͵ࡔᔵዎצЕૻܬĂࠤҌҋ࠹ࣝܬĂۡҌ̫ٺĂ̪ืа̚זර̼͛
۞̂ॲ̂ώĂ̖ਕৌ၁ޙၹᏘۤົĄ˵ߏிкΟ͛ځਕ็ݬҌ̫ϖᜈ̙
۰ĂΪѣ̚ර̼͛็ٚĄ
ྕтࡻ઼഼ाͧ۞Į።ΫࡁտįٙᄲĈĶˠᙷࢋຐྋՙ˟Ȉ˘͵ࡔ۞ય
ᗟĂυืࢋޥ̄͋۞઼̚זຐࢷ̂Ң̚ڱբפംᇊĄķĶ19 ͵ࡔߏࡻ઼
ˠ۞͵ࡔć20 ͵ࡔߏ઼࡚ˠ۞͵ࡔć҃ 21 ͵ࡔಶߏ઼̚ˠ۞͵ࡔĄķٙᏜ
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઼̚ˠ۞͵ࡔĂΞਕ۞পҒ༊ߏҭጴ̼͛Ă̙ጴ˧ڠĄ̙Гѣ݈˘ă˟͵
ࡔ۞ܬጼͫᏩ០Ą˵ߏ͋̄ٙ࣍ጱ۞़Ă͕͕ͧĂ̙ΞГҋ̎۞
ᓄၷ൴णĂޙϲдҾˠ۞൭ࡴ̝˯Ąߏ̚ර̼͛็͵ࠧࢦࢋ۞८͕ᆊ
ࣃĂ࣍ጱˠᙷВϠВрВၷĄ҃ͷߏࠎ̥Ϥ̎ĂϤˠͼĄଂҋ̎Ӆ˧જ
Ă̙ኢҾˠܫ̙ܫĄ
።ֽཐኰтߏϯቑĂன࣒Җ۰˵тߏҖĄѣтૺ͇रगᇊځर
ϓдᏱॡӔ۞ݶĮᐷܑ͇įٙຎϯĈĶߊᆩĂҌ̫ˬ˼ዶѐĄķ۞ҋ
ᛇٚፉֹຏĄଂ഼ڠᕃाޢͽ̳ĂࢫरጏĂࠤҌ༊̫ϨวྻϔĂ
ଘѣˠˠ۞ᛇᏹĂ̖ߏտౣ۞ᛇᏹĂ҃ߏϠϠ̙̏ᛇᏹˠ͕۞ৠཐ̍Ă
ӈֹ̏።ˬ˼ѐĂ˵̙ზܜĂңڶϨวᑕྻྻϔܜ྿˘༱ˣѺѐĂ֖֍
Ķॖ͵ࠧࠎπĂ̼ˠ͕ࠎ։චĂጔ͵ࠧࠎ̂ТĄķ࣎ˠˠ௲ࡩೱ۞ត
̼ঈኳ۞ৠཐ̍Ă݈ˬ˼ѐֽ۞ߊᆩĂΪߏਔజ۞ୁજԔ၌ĂϨ
วᑕྻྻϔ˘༱ˣѺѐ̖ߏഭќ۞ޠĄЯѩĂ˘రϨวॡഇ
۞ચĂಶϤྮ̚˘য়र̈́ૺ͇रᄃगᇊځरϓд઼̂̚ౙୁજĂᔵ።
གྷᓞᙱᐍܡĂ̪િላШ݈Ą
1853 ѐྺፌ 4 ͡ 24 ͟Ăྮ̚˘য়रኚϠд̋ڌᑻှĂॲፂٙᄲߏ
ܼᑓઙΟҢ̼֗Ąρ̈ˢռဨĂච३ڱĂѐܜચྺĄ1880 ѐˢЁĄ1895
ѐୁ͇צᙜᖚܦזэԸᆒয়रࠎरĂ1900 ѐᅳ͇צᖚࠎܑरĂд
ܦэ˘ᛚഭிĄ1919 ѐᆒয়रјĂྮ̚˘য়रᚶЇௐȈ˛য়Ă
ۡҌ 1925 ѐྺፌ 2 ͡ 2 ͟јĄྮ̚˘য়र༊ॡચ็Ҍ̋ڌă̋Ҙăݑګă
ẵҘඈα࠷Ă˭ܝѣȈˬ̂ᅳఞĂ̰ӣૺ͇रăगᇊځरϓĄ
̱Ị̏ѐ݈Ăૺ͇रјĂ˯͇ୄࠎދĶ͇ΟҢķĄૺ͇र
1889 ѐྺፌ 7 ͡ 19 ͟ኚϠڌ̋ٺᑻှĂॲፂٙᄲߏܼᑻ̳߿Ң̼֗Ă
1916 ѐࠎ٥ຎͭ҃൴͕ՐĂ1920 ѐᅳ͇צᖚࠎܑरĂࠎ̿ॢ˫ޢ
ᅳܜĂјࠎྮ̚˘য়र˭ܝȈˬ̂ᅳఞ̝˘Ă1925 ѐྮ̚˘য়रјޢĂ
ᚶᜈᐌྮ̚༼ؑηη ) ྮ̚˘য়र۞؏؏ĂॲፂٙᄲߏܼݑঔΟҢ̼
֗ĂΞਕ˵ߏૺ͇रᏐؠᇶࢎҢఢ̚ᚥࢶણᙜዼᖃ༼྆дᑓઙয়र̝
ืޢᖃະݑঔΟҢ۞ࣧЯĂЯᖃະ͇็ٚ߇ *Ă1930 ѐྺፌ 6 ͡ 15 ͟؇
͇ࠎȈˣয়रĂᄃगᇊځरϓВТᏱநഭќְ̂ĂࢵАฟᑻݑă
Ѩ̼͇ߺăܦफăΔπඈгĂᚶ҃ฟБ઼̂̚ౙĂۡҌ 1947 ѐ̚ࡌ༼ј
ٺα̌јౌĂ˘ర̏็઼࿆̂̚ౙ̈́ዐ઼̣࣎ܕछгડĄ
ԧࣇаᜪܕѺкѐֽ˘రд઼̂̚ౙăдᄂ៉ăдБ͵ࠧ۞൴ण็
ٚĄԧࣇޝ࠻זĂྮ̚˘য়र̈́ૺ͇रᄃगᇊځरϓд઼̂̚ౙ۞
ॡഇĂߏд˘࣎ࢭ߇ကາ۞ॡĄྻϔ۞˘రϨวਔĂ˵д࣎
જᒜ̙щ۞ॡୁજĄྕтૺ͇रगᇊځरϓдᏱॡӔ۞ݶĮᐷ͇
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ܑįٙຎϯĈĶ࠱͇ฟाĂϒ؟ᔨ໓˿ڌٺćয়रᕃຎĂϒࠁГॎ ٺĄķ
ೀ˼ѐֽΟཐАኰд઼̂̚ౙ۞ᚗг˯ჸ᎕ณঈĂฟणϠϠ̙िᇊ
็ٚ۞̚ර̼͛ĄΞଓிϠਜ਼ߎ̪எĂҋϠᅪᘣĂҋౄխ߯ĂࠤҌ឵јΞਕ
ҋԧ໑ໝ۞խӃĂᚗгјᡗĂˠมјႯĄຏा˯͇ᕃाĂᑓઙয়र؇
ࣆ྅ࠎྮ̚˘য়रĂᑻ̳߿Ң؇ࣆ྅ࠎૺ͇रĂ͡ᇊඳᖠ؇ࣆ྅ࠎ
गᇊځरϓĂӮϯனࠎϔ̝֗ĂᄃϔТϟࡴăВĂАޢೠϨว
ሹᇊĂજˠˠ։͕ҋᛇĄ҃тߏ˘రϨวॡഇϒ؟ਔ˘ਔ࠹ٚĂА
ޢፉ༊Ăдਣᆿ۞̂г˯ฟሮᒘܪᚊ۞ϖޮᇊĄଂ઼̂̚ౙזέ៉Ăଂ
έ៉זБ͵ࠧĂয়र۞ቑтߏĂ˘రԙ̄۞࣒ᏱჟৠϺೇтߏĂ˘ͽర
̝Ă็ٚϖᜈĄ
ԧࣇྏ៍Ăྮ̚˘য়रăૺ͇रगᇊځरϓд̂ౙॡഇ۞ဩĂͽ
̈́गᇊځरϓдέ៉۞ဩĂ˘̙ߏтТཉ֗дᡗ̚Ă៍މᒖဩ۞ӧ͂
ᓞᙱĂிϠ͕ី۞ஃਣᏃĂଘޞয়रᕃຎĂГॎϒ؟ࢲĂฟႊّநৌ็Ă
ۡ։͕චّĂтߏАۢᛇۢޢĂАᛇᛇޢᛇ۞։ّೈᒖજĂтࢲҖਨઅ
ਠ۞͇߹ҖˠᙱܡĄд̂ౙॡഇĂྮ̚˘য়रăૺ͇रगᇊځरϓౌ
Ꮠ֗֍ᙋ˞זĂҁ݈ዅࣇ˵ౌ֍ᙋ˞זĂ͇ৌ۞̙ΞޥᛉĂˠˠ۞։͕ҋ
ᛇϺ̙ΞޥᛉĄдέ៉ॡഇăдБ͵ࠧॡഇĂगᇊځरϓᏐ֗֍ᙋ˞זĂҁ
݈ዅࣇ˵ౌ֍ᙋ˞זĂ݈ኰޢጯࣇ˵ౌ֍ᙋ˞זĂ͇ߏ̪ৌ۞̙ΞޥᛉĂ
ˠˠ۞։͕ҋᛇ̪Ϻ̙ΞޥᛉĄ
ྮ̚˘য়रͽϔ̝֗ĂٚᚶᇊĂჰࠎ˘రޢ͞ڌௐȈ˛
য়ĂϺჍࠎϨวܐয়Ăᇃฟഭќ˘ְ̂Ąᔵࠎॡ̙ܜĂҭࠎϨว໐͡ॺ
ૈ˞ٚАୁځ˘۞ޢरૺ͇रगᇊځरϓĂۡҌ̫ٺĂ።གྷѺкѐ۞
எਆĂ̏ฟ˞็Б̣̂߷ˣȈዶ઼۞˘రચĂͷᜈдσण̚Ą
Ξᄲߏරˠି؟Ϋ˯۞˘̂؈ᖹĂ˘ర̙Ϊ̏јࠎ͵ࠧරˠࢦࢋ۞ି؟
ܫЈĂࠤҌ̏ྭ઼ᚱĂΞᄲߏ̏јࠎ͵ّࠧ۞ܫି؟ЈĄд྆Ă
ԧࣇ̙Ϊ֍ᙋזৌநৌ͇ৌ۞̙ΞޥᛉĂˠˠ۞։͕ҋᛇ۞̙ΞޥᛉĂ
ԧࣇՀ֍ᙋ˞ਔ็ٚజĂਔ็ٚϖᜈ۞̙ΞޥᛉĄ
̫͇Ă઼࡚˘రᓁົࠎ˞ࡔهຏा̳ܛয়र˘Ѻ̱Ȉ໐ኚ֚ၱ͇
ΟҢј̱Ị̏ฉѐĂপҾᏴдࠃՉᒧဋି͕̚ᓝᏱຏा̂ົ̈́ԂᏐຏा߿
જĂະᖰܑ྿˘రԙ̄ϖᜈ็ٚਔ۞ՙ͕ᄃᙸ˧Ąд྆ԧࣇͽྕະ
̝͕ৡᘤ̳ܛয়रă͇ΟҢă̚රཐϓĂຎЍĂ͇ϖپĄԧࣇপͽ
Ķਔ็ٚϖᜈķຏा̂ົֽຏهয়र̂ᇇराϓᇇϖ߹۾Ă֭ഇཐཐࢰ
ਔ็ٚϖᜈĂќ˝̱ࣧ̄ТᙋໂĄ
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The Heritage of Tao Continues Forever
--Saluting I-Kuan Tao USA for Convening the
C o m m e m o r a t i o n o f t h e 1 6 0 th A n n i v e r s a r y o f
Patriarch Jin-Gong’s Birth and the 65th Anniversary
of Buddha Tianran’s Return to Heaven and the
Advancement of Traditional Chinese Culture and
Parent Appreciation Activity
Congratulatory Speech by Master Yu-Chu Lee,
President of The Republic of China I-Kuan Tao Association

I

n 1853, our revered Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi (1853-1925) was born in Jining,
Shandong, on the 24th day of the fourth month of the lunar calendar. He
returned to Heaven in 1925 on the second day of the second month of the
lunar calendar. Heaven bestowed upon him the title of “Patriarch Jin-Gong.”
The 24th day of the fourth month of the lunar calendar this year marks the
160th anniversary of his birth.
In 1947, our revered Holy Teacher Zhang, Tianran (1889-1947) passed
away in Chengdu, Sichuan. Heaven bestowed upon him the title of “Buddha
Tianran.” The 15th day of the eighth month of the lunar calendar this year
marks the 65th anniversary of his return to Heaven.
Prior to 1853, Mainland China (the Qing Dynasty) was experiencing
great stress both from foreign pressure and from domestic problems.
Examples are the defeat by Great Britain in the First Opium War (1839-1842),
the signing of the first unequal treaty—the Treaty of Nanking (1842)—and
then the signings of the Treaty of the Bogue (with Great Britain in 1843),
the Treaty of Wang Hiya (with the United States in 1844), the Treaty of
Whampoa (with France in 1844), etc. In addition, there were serious floods
and famine from 1848 to 1850, which galvanized a series of rebellions like
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the Taiping Rebellion (1850-1864) and the Nien Rebellion in the North
(1853-1868). Based on statistical information, the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) of Mainland China in 1820 was approximately $600 U.S. per capita.
The GDP remained to be approximately $600 U.S. per capita in 1850. Then
the GDP was approximately $530 U.S. per capita in 1870, $540 U.S. per
capita in 1890, merely $550 U.S. per capita in 1912 when the Republic of
China was established, and even reduced to under $450 U.S. per capita in
1950 when the People’s Republic of China was first established. Suffice it to
say that from the latter part of the 19th Century to the beginning of the 20th
Century, Mainland China experienced, for an extended period of time, attacks
from foreign countries and devastation from wars, and the people were living
under the dark clouds of disaster for a long time. The entire country was in
an unstable condition, and peaceful development was an implausible dream.
Fortunately, Chinese culture is deep-rooted. Although the government
and the society of the country were experiencing difficulties constantly, the
traditional virtues of Chinese culture passed down from the ancient sages
remained in the hearts of the people. Thus, people believed deeply that
the principles of Heaven cannot be violated, and the conscience cannot be
obliterated. Because of this belief, even during the Yuan Dynasty and the
Qing Dynasty when so-called foreigners ruled Mainland China, Chinese
culture still merged with those of the Mongolians and the Manchurians as
one. Further, though in the past centuries China was invaded by foreign
powers, and was even torn by self-destruction, today, China still should
return to the great basis and the great foundation of Chinese culture, and then
a harmonious society can be truly achieved. As such, out of the numerous
ancient civilizations, only Chinese culture continues to thrive.
As the British historian Toynbee stated in his A Study of History, if
human beings want to resolve the problems of the 21st Century, we must
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acquire wisdom from the philosophies of China’s Confucius and Mahayana
Buddhism. The 19th Century was the century of the British people; the 20th
Century was the century of the American people; while the 21st Century is
the century of the Chinese people. The probable characteristics of the century
of the Chinese people are defined by culture, not by force. Then there will
not be the torments of war and invasions of the past two centuries. This is
because of the teaching of reciprocity advocated by Confucius—thinking for
others, and people will not base their own development and welfare on the
pain of others. This is the most important core value for the advancement
of Chinese culture around the world, advocating the mutual benefit of all
human beings. Further, practicing benevolence is by oneself, how can it be
depending on others? These efforts start with oneself, and it does not matter
whether others believe in these efforts.
The sages of the past demonstrate virtues in that way, and the cultivators
of this time period practice in the same manner as well. As the “Long Tian
Biao” (Heavenly Document), presented by Patriarch Zhang, Tianran and
Matriarch Sun, Huiming when administering Tao, instructs, “The Lineage
of Tao has been hidden, and it has been three thousand years to this time.”
This is a self-awareness of shouldering a mission. After the great virtues of
King Tang, the King Wu of Zhou, and the Duke of Zhou, Tao was with the
Teachers, and even now as Tao is transitioning to be with the people, only the
awakening of every person is the ultimate awakening. This continuous sacred
project of awakening the hearts of the people, even though has proceeded
for three thousand years, it is actually not a long time when compared to the
ten thousand eight hundred years of the White Sun Era when Tao is with
the people. It is thus apparent that the holy project of “to help bring forth
peace and order on Earth; to convert our hearts to goodness; to strive for the
Great Harmony of the world”, which will help people transform completely
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and elevate spiritually, this hidden Lineage of Tao of the past three thousand
years was only the beginning of the wide transmission of Tao. The ten
thousand eight hundred years of the White Sun Era, when Tao is with the
people, is actually the primary melody. Therefore, the propagation of Tao
during the White Sun Era of I-Kuan Tao was started by Grand Patriarch Lu,
Zhongyi, Patriarch Zhang, Tianran, and Matriarch Sun, Huiming in Mainland
China. Although this mission went through difficulties and obstacles, it still
progressed steadily.
On the 24th day of the fourth month of the lunar calendar in 1853, Grand
Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi was born in Jining, Shandong. Pursuant to the records
of the Lineage of Tao, he was the incarnation of Maitreya Buddha. When
he was young, he studied in school and was well-versed in calligraphy. He
then became a farmer when he reached adulthood. In 1880, he entered the
military. In 1895, he was inspired by Heaven and resigned from his military
post. He then went to Qingzhou and became the disciple of Patriarch Liu,
Qingxu. In 1900, he attained the Heavenly position of the Representative
Master, and he introduced Tao to many people around the Qingzhou area.
In 1919, Patriarch Liu Qingxu passed away, and Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi
succeeded him and became the Seventeenth Patriarch, until he passed away
on the second day of the second month of the lunar calendar in 1925. Tao
was propagated under Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi to four provinces: Shandong,
Shanxi, Henan, and Shaanxi. There were thirteen major leaders under
Patriarch Lu, including Holy Teachers Zhang, Tianran and Sun, Huiming.
Sixty-five years ago, Patriarch Zhang, Tianran returned to Heaven.
Heaven conferred on him the title of “Buddha Tianran.” Patriarch Zhang,
Tianran was born on the 19th day of the seventh month of the lunar calendar
in 1889 in Jining, Shandong. Pursuant to the records of the Lineage of Tao,
he was the incarnation of Jigong Living Buddha. In 1916, he received Tao
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because he wanted to help his father’s spirit to transcend life and death. In
1920, he attained the heavenly position of the Representative Master, and then
he was elevated to be a Leading Master, and thus becoming one the thirteen
major leaders under Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi. After Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi
passed away in 1925, Patriarch Zhang continued to follow the Venerable
Lu, Zhongjie (the younger sister of Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi; pursuant to the
records of the Lineage of Tao, she was the incarnation of Buddha Nanhai; as
such, perhaps this is the reason why when Patriarch Zhang Tianran authored
the Provisional Regulations, for both the Arrival and Departure Ritual and
the Daily Ritual, one needs to pay respect to Nanhai Buddha after Maitreya
Buddha, as a sign of respect to the order of the Heavenly Decree). On the
15th day of the sixth month of the lunar calendar in 1930, Patriarch Zhang
obeyed the Heavenly Decree and became the Eighteenth Patriarch, and was
appointed to shoulder the responsibility of the wide propagation and the
completion of Tao transmission, along with Matriarch Sun, Huiming. Tao
was first propagated to Jinan, and then to Tianjin, Qingdao, and Beijing. Tao
was then spread all over Mainland China. When Patriarch Zhang passed
away on Moon Festival of 1947 in Chengdu, Sichuan, I-Kuan Tao had been
spread to the entire Mainland China and to five neighboring countries.
Looking back at the development of I-Kuan Tao in Mainland China, in
Taiwan, and in the world for the past hundred years or so, we can clearly
see that the time period when Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi; Patriarch Zhang
Tianran; and Matriarch Sun, Huiming were in Mainland China, was a period
of reforming the old and establishing the new. The heritage of Tao, in this
White Sun Era when Tao is with the people, began in this chaotic time period.
As the Heavenly Document, which is presented by Patriarch Zhang, Tianran
and Matriarch Sun, Huiming when administering Tao, instructs:“By the
Grace of Heaven, the True Transmission was engendered in the Land of the
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East. By the mercy of the Patriarch, the Righteous School was re-established
in the County of Ba.” The ancient sages have accumulated the infinite Tao
energy on the precious land of Mainland China for thousands of years,
manifesting into the everlasting and continuous Chinese culture. The living
beings unfortunately are still deluded, thus creating obstacles for themselves
and inviting disasters by themselves. They even generated potentially selfdestructing calamities, causing the precious land to be decrepit, turning the
world into a purgatory. Thanks to the Grace of Heaven, Maitreya Buddha was
mandated to incarnate as Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi, Jigong Living Buddha was
mandated to incarnate as Patriarch Zhang, Tianran, and Yuehui Bodhisattva
was mandated to incarnate as Matriarch Sun, Huiming. They all manifested
as common people, being in comfort and in pain, and living with the good
and the bad, all with the people. They took the responsibility of the Post of
Tao Transmission in sequence, and they motivated everyone to recognize
his or her conscience. Thus, the heritage of the true transmission of I-Kuan
Tao continued in this White Sun Era, and by shouldering the responsibilities
in sequence, the brilliant wisdom of eternity bloomed in the deserted land.
From Mainland China to Taiwan, from Taiwan to the entire world, the
exemplar of the Patriarchs was in this manner, the spirit of cultivation of the
disciples of I-Kuan Tao was also in this manner, thus pervading from oneness
and continuing for all eternity.
When we look at the condition of Mainland China in the times of
Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi, Patriarch Zhang, Tianran and Matriarch Sun,
Huiming, and the condition of Taiwan when Matriarch Sun, Huiming lived
there, they all lived in midst of danger. The objective environment was
difficult; the spirit of the living beings was barren. It was only because of
the mercy of the Patriarch, the righteous school of Tao was re-established,
the true transmission of Nature and Principle was taught, and the guidance to
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the Conscience and the Goodness of the Heart was provided. Thus, the ones
who are enlightened earlier help those who are enlightened later, beginning
a positive cycle that created an unstoppable force of the wide manifestation
of the Heavenly Decree. When they were in Mainland China, Patriarch Lu,
Zhongyi; Patriarch Zhang, Tianran; and Matriarch Sun, Huiming personally
witnessed the truly unfathomable Heavenly Decree and the awakening of
people’s conscience, and so did the elders. In Taiwan and around the world,
Matriarch Sun, Huiming personally witnessed again the truly unfathomable
Heavenly Decree and the awakening of people’s conscience, and so did the
elders, the Tao seniors and the Tao juniors.
Patriarch Lu, Zhongyi, as a common person, inherited the decree of
the Lineage of Tao, and became the Seventeenth Patriarch of the Latter
Eastern Generations of Patriarchs of I-Kuan Tao. He is also regarded as the
First Patriarch of the White Sun Era, and he began the great task of wide
propagation and completion of salvation. Though it was not for a long
time, he fostered the continuing Enlightening Masters in Patriarch Zhang,
Tianran and Matriarch Sun, Huiming for the White Sun Era. Today, the
profound cultivation for more than one hundred years has precipitated the
propagation of I-Kuan Tao to some 80 countries in the five continents around
the world, and it continues to expand. This phenomenon can be regarded
as a great miracle in Chinese religious history. I-Kuan Tao has not only
become an important faith for Chinese around the world, it has crossed races
and nationalities to become what can be regarded as a quasi-global faith.
Here, we are not only experiencing the inconceivability of the trueness of
Tao, the trueness of the principles, and the trueness of the Heavenly Decree
and the inconceivability of the self-awakening of the conscience of people,
we are further experiencing the inconceivability of extensive blessing of
the continuation of the heritage of Tao and the eternal existence of the
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continuation of the heritage of Tao.
Today, I-Kuan Tao USA, in commemoration of the 160th anniversary
of Patriarch Jin-Gong’s birth and the 65th anniversary of Buddha Tianran’s
Return to Heaven, is convening this ceremony as a tribute in their honor, and
is holding this activity at the Culture Center of TECO in Los Angeles to show
appreciation to parents, as a sincere expression of the determination and the
vow of the disciples of I-Kuan Tao to continue eternally the heritage of Tao.
With our most sincere and respectful hearts, we pray that the benevolent light
of Patriarch Jin-Gong, Buddha Tianran, and Holy Mother Zhonghua shines
on all, and that their Heavenly Decree continues forever. We pay thanks for
the virtues of the Patriarch and the blessings of the Holy Teachers with this
ceremony in recognition that “The Heritage of Tao Continues Forever.” We
also hope that the sound of perfection carried from sage to sage will lead to
the eternal continuation of the heritage of Tao, and the final salvation of all
living beings will be realized in Wuji.
Translated by: Arnold Wang
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